Take a look at the smiling, beautiful faces on this
page. Zion was blessed to welcome over 160 of them
during our VBS.
Now, look at them again, but look deeper this time.
These children have questions – lots of them. Yes,
some of their questions are cute and funny, but if you
listen, truly listen, they have big, deep, and important
questions. Over VBS week, I (Pastor Conner) was
privileged to answer over 100 of these questions (I
posted several of them on Zion’s Facebook page).
Some children even waited around after lesson time
to ask their questions.
In this month’s newsletter, I will answer the following
questions asked by these children:
 Who made God?
 How tall is God?
These questions matter. So let’s start answering them!
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other words, they smuggled some potentially
creative power into nothing (Krauss smuggles in a
quantum vacuum and Hawking gravity). The
important point to appreciate here is that they
refuse to let nothing be nothing.

Who
made
God?

Why? Perhaps Hawking put it best, “Many people
do not like the idea that time has a beginning,
probably because it smacks of divine
intervention.” In other words, these brilliant
atheists stared into nothing and shivered. Deep
down they know that absolute nothingness cannot
create. And there is clearly not nothing today. The
universe abounds with somethings. Something,
therefore, by definition, is eternal and uncreated.
Do you follow? Let’s put this in bullet points:

Who made God?
I’ve been asked this question numerous times,
sometimes by curious children, sometimes by
reflective adults. It’s actually a very profound and
searching question. While the answer can be
expressed in a simple sentence, the way there, as
you might guess, is a journey. So, instead of
simply offering the one sentence answer and
considering the question settled (and thereby
robbing you of the thought journey!), we are going
to think our way to the answer. We want to
understand why the one sentence answer is the
right answer.

 If ever there was nothing, there would be
nothing (because from nothing comes
nothing).
 There is not nothing (there is something).
 Therefore, there has never been nothing.
Something is, by definition, eternal and
uncreated.

We begin with nothing. Absolutely nothing. The
stuff rocks dream about. Got it? If ever there was
absolutely nothing (no matter, no God, no gravity,
No. Thing. Whatsoever.), what would there be
today? This isn’t a trick question. There would be
nothing!
Nothing
cannot
create
FROM NOTHING
something. From
nothing
comes
COMES NOTHING.
nothing.

The question is: What is eternal and uncreated?
There are really only two options: stuff (space,
time, matter) or a personal agent (or, if you insist,
possibly both). How can we discern the answer?
We reason from effect to cause (what’s called
abductive reasoning). Don’t be intimidated by the
term; you do this all the time.

This may seem obvious, but it’s an important point
to appreciate, one some of the most brilliant minds
in the world struggle to acknowledge. Two
examples come to mind: Lawrence Krauss (b.
1954) and Stephen Hawking (1942-2018), both
theoretical physicists, cosmologists, and authors,
both brilliant, both atheists, and both hugely
influential in shaping the cultural conversation.
Both men redefined nothing as something. In

Let me illustrate. You walk outside and everything
is wet. The grass is wet, the trees are dripping, the
driveway, your cars, everything is wet. Almost
without thinking you reason from the effect
(everything is wet) to the cause: it rained. Change
the example slightly. You walk by my house and
see several wet splotches on the driveway
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accented by colorful pieces of rubber balloons.
Everything else is dry. You reason, the Conner
children must have had a water balloon fight. You
reasoned from the observed effects (everything
wet or limited wet areas accented by exploded
water balloons) to the cause (rain or a water
balloon fight). That’s abductive reasoning and we
use it all the time (auto accidents, crime scenes,
archeology, etc.).

Consider the enormousness of the
problem: Science has proved
that the universe exploded into
being at a certain moment. It
asks: 'What cause produced this
effect? Who or what put the matter
or energy into the universe?' And
science cannot answer these questions. For the
scientist who has lived by his faith in the power
of reason, the story ends like a bad dream. He
has scaled the mountain of ignorance; he is
about to conquer the highest peak; as he pulls
himself over the final rock, he is greeted by a
band of theologians who have been sitting there
for centuries.

Let’s do the same with our universe. Without
taking us on a detour from our thought journey, we
will simply assert
here
that
the
THE UNIVERSE IS AN
universe is an effect.
EFFECT.
In other words,
we’re going to
eliminate
stuff
(space, time, matter) from our two options. Why?
Because both science and philosophy agree that
stuff is not eternal. Stuff had a beginning. There
was a point when stuff did not exist and then a
point when it did.

Philosophy also teaches us that the universe
cannot be infinite. Here’s why: imagine if your
friend sent you a letter, but it had to go through an
infinite number of mailmen before it reached you.
Would you ever get your letter? No. But, dingdong, your letter is at the door. What does that
mean? There hasn’t been an infinite number of
mailmen. The universe has the same problem. If
you had to traverse an infinite number of years
before getting to 2019, you’d never get to 2019,
but here we are in 2019. Therefore, the universe
cannot be infinite.

I’ll spare you the details (details probably only
fascinating to geeks like me) and simply point out
that science has revealed that the universe is
expanding. Imagine a balloon with little sharpie
galaxies drawn on it. When you blow it up, the
balloon expands and the galaxies get farther
apart. That’s essentially what science has taught
us about our universe. So, if you rewind the clock
(let the air out of the balloon), you discover that
there was a time when the universe began to exist
and began to expand. Appreciate this point:
science shows that there was a point when the
universe did not exist. It is not eternal.

What does this mean? It means the universe
began to exist. There was a point when it did not
exist. It is not eternal. It is an effect. To figure out
what caused it, let’s use our abductive reasoning.
What cause could produce the effect we see?
Well, let’s briefly describe the effect.
Effect one: stuff (space, time, matter)

American astronomer, physicist, and cosmologist
Robert Jastrow (1925 - 2008), grasped the
implications in these famous words:

The universe is made of stuff, stuff that didn’t exist
at some point in the past, stuff that has a cause.
So, whatever caused the stuff, cannot be made of
stuff. Whatever caused the stuff is immaterial.
Further, whatever caused the stuff is eternal,
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because we’ve already agreed that there was
never a point when there was absolute
nothingness. Something (or Someone) has
always existed. This is a big point. Something or
Someone is eternal.

intelligent, conscious, living, personal, and eternal.
Scripture introduces its cause in its first verse: In
the beginning, God created the heavens and the
earth.
Where has our thought journey taken us? To the
God of Scripture! St. Paul put it this way: “For
[God’s] invisible attributes, namely, his eternal
power and divine nature, have been clearly
perceived, ever since the creation of the world, in
the things that have been made” (Romans 1:20).
In other words, the effect of creation bears clear
and powerful witness to its cause: God.

Effect two: immensity
The universe is big. Inconceivably big. There are
more stars in the known universe than grains of
sand on all the shores of earth – the universe is
big. Whatever caused this immense universe must
be immensely powerful.
Effect three: specified order

And this God has no
cause.
As
the
Athanasian Creed puts
it, God is “uncreated.”
Scripture
repeatedly
asserts God’s uncreated
eternality:

When we turn our stargazing telescopes into
DNA-gazing microscopes we see mind-boggling
order stamped within the cell in DNA, a digital
code (like we find in computer software) far more
complex than anything man has ever produced.
There’s only one known source that can produce
specified/ordered, digital code information –
intelligence – a conscious mind. Natural selection
and genetic mutations (the mechanisms proposed
by Darwinian evolutionists) cannot create specific,
complex order of the variety we find in DNA. They
can rearrange, delete, duplicate, and transfer
existing ordered information, but they cannot
create new ordered information. Only intelligent
minds write complex, ordered, and specified
digital codes. And the mind that produced DNA is
super intelligent.

THE EFFECT OF
CREATION BEARS
CLEAR AND
POWERFUL WITNESS
TO ITS CAUSE: GOD

 From everlasting to everlasting you are God
(Ps. 90:2).
 I (God) live forever (Deut. 32:40).
 The Lord is the everlasting God,
the Creator of the ends of the earth (Isa.
40:28).
And, perhaps most powerfully, God says to
Moses, “I Am who I Am” (Ex. 3:14). In other words,
“I am the very ground of existence,” a ground that
must be eternal. There has never been a time
when God did not exist. Mind-boggling? Yes.
True? Yes. Comforting? Yes. Our God has always
been and He always will be.

Effect four: life and persons
We’ll combine this effect into one. Life only comes
from life and persons only come from personal
beings. Whatever caused life and persons must
itself be living and personal.

Who made God? No one. God is not
a made God. He is an eternal and
uncreated God. And because of
Christ, He is ours and we are His.
– Pastor Conner

Whatever caused the effect we see – an immense,
intricately ordered universe inhabited by living and
personal beings – must be immaterial, powerful,
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church; a welcoming church; a church of excellent
facilities and programming.

Miraculous Mission
Report

Miraculous Team
Approximately 65 volunteers played some role in
offering the VBS experience (crafts, snacks,
guides, music, etc.). We couldn’t offer the morning
program without two major “pools” of volunteers:
senior citizens and teenagers. Thanks to the
teens of the congregation AND community. The
decorations were coordinated by Linda Vinke with
the rockets made by daughter and son-in-law,
Michaela and Dennis Chapman. The rockets will
travel to St. Paul, Carroll; Trinity, Cherokee, and
perhaps several other destinations.

Miraculous Message
While the Bible stories had a “stars” theme
(creation, Abraham, Wise Men), the main point
was that Jesus came to earth. A large inflatable
globe was visual to the children. The truth of the
Bible is that “God so loved the world, that He gave
His only Son” (John 3:16). The message was
reinforced with theme related songs.

Miraculous Mission Connection
We were blessed to support Molly Ulrickson and
her mission work in India. We introduced Molly to
the children on Tuesday and she gave a really nice
introduction to India and the people with whom
she shares the love of Jesus. The mission offering
totaled $350.

Miraculous Participation
162 children registered. Average daily attendance
was about 150. Class groupings included: 3 yearolds: 17; 4 year-olds: 15; kindergarten: 29; grades
1-2: 38; grades 3-4: 37; grades 5-6: 26. Several
years ago the groups of younger children were
always the largest. Now the elementary grade
groupings are the largest. We are thrilled that the
children come back year after year. It is a
compliment to the staff that they want to come
back (and they want to complete their nativity
sets).

Miraculous Support from the congregation
Thanks to Zion for the amazing support of the VBS
week: financial (Memorial Day brunch and
budget); facilities (we used every inch inside and
out); and staff (paid and volunteer).
Together in Jesus’ Mission!
Pastor Bob and Diane Riggert

The denominational percentages include:
Lutheran: 30%; Catholic 13%; Other Protestant:
12%; not indicated: 45%. We have not rechecked
the registration forms for church affiliation. My
“guess” is that the “Catholic” percentage is
probably a little larger. There is a significant
percentage of children/families that do not have an
active or regular church home. The VBS week is
a significant outreach to our community!
It
acquaints many children and families with Zion
Lutheran Church. They see a Jesus-centered
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convinced that sin is real…especially in our own
lives. So GOD’s forgiveness isn’t necessary.
The Christian claim is that death is an enemy, but
from our vantage point it’s a sweet release from
physical suffering. The Christian claim doesn’t
seem to match up with our experiences. I think if
we’re honest with ourselves – we’re Trevors.
We’re not all that convinced that the Church’s
claims match up with our existence.

Explained
Last month I told a story. It may have come off
odd…and that’s fair. I was reluctant to immediately
provide an explanation, because I wanted to give
you an opportunity to imagine.

The question for you to wrestle with this month is:
just because you haven’t seen something
personally, does that mean it doesn’t exist?

Trevor hated his homework. Memorizing the
Nicene Creed seemed insurmountable. He was
especially tripped up by the phrase “Maker of
Heaven and Earth and of all things visible and
invisible.” More than that, it seemed unreasonable
to memorize words that had no bearing on
Trevor’s life.

It’s all too easy to say that Christianity is a religion
of faith; faith meaning everything is sorta a stabin-the-dark. “You just have to have faith” is an
overused slogan for Christians. If you wanted me
to buy a car, you telling me it’s a great car isn’t
good enough. I’m going to want a test drive. The
incredible feature of Christianity is that GOD works
in history. He makes Himself very visible. People
– like 500 people – saw Jesus after He rose from
the dead. There are Roman officials’ accounts,
people who had no interest in endorsing
Christianity, who witnessed the worship of
Christians; worship that really only makes sense if
Jesus actually rose from the dead. What’s my
point? Christianity is completely rational. In fact I
would even go so far as to say it’s irrational to deny
Jesus’ resurrection from the dead and by
extension Christianity.

That’s when Trevor tripped on a log hidden
beneath the leaves. Pushing back the log revealed
salamanders, fungi, millipedes, and more. It was
like a whole new world hidden from Trevor’s sight.
But even though Trevor couldn’t see this miniworld it didn’t make it any less real.
The same goes for our lives. It can be very difficult
to appreciate or believe the words we confess in
things like the Nicene, Apostles’, or even the
Athanasian Creed. It’s hard to believe accounts in
the Bible. Very few of us, if any, have ever
encountered angels. We’ve never seen demon
possession, or at least in the ways described in
Matthew, Mark, Luke, or John’s accounts of
Jesus.

But the realness of Christianity isn’t really the
concern for this reflection. The real point is just
because you have not tripped into GOD’s unseen
realm, does that mean it’s any less real?
Jesus confronted one of His close followers,
Thomas, following His resurrection. Thomas was
not all that convinced by his fellow friends that

The Bible talks a great deal about sin, but one of
the reasons why there’s such an incredible dropoff of kids post-confirmation is that we’re not really
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Jesus rose. He wanted to touch the wounds of
Jesus. Jesus granted His request. Thomas
touched the wounds of Jesus.

Maybe you haven’t tripped on the log yet to
unearth the spiritual reality that is driving your life
on a day to day basis. I hope you will – Spirit
willing. I hope you’ll trip in order to see that there
is more than you want to admit is there.
– Pastor Johnson

Jesus said to Thomas: “Have you believed
because you have seen me? Blessed are those
who have not seen and yet have believed” (John
20:29). The final verses of John chapter 20 relay
that Jesus did many more incredible signs, but
John didn’t include them. John goes on and says,
“but these are written so that you may believe that
Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God, and that by
believing you may have life in his name.”
John gives the impression that you have enough
resources. You don’t need extra signs. Jesus said
believers are blessed. Blessed can mean
something like full or whole.
Christianity claims that there is a lot going on
beneath the leaves that you can’t see, or maybe
you’ve seen but you haven’t perceived (“Do not
neglect to show hospitality to strangers, for
thereby some have entertained angels unawares”
Hebrews 13:2). But you have enough to trip. You
have enough to appreciate that when the Bible
says there are creations seen and unseen that it
is true. Your ability to see doesn’t necessarily
determine whether or not something is there or
not.
So a question for you is, are your reasons for
denying Christianity hold up? Does Christianity
have a track record of hypocrisy? Absolutely. But
how would you know what hypocrisy, injustice, or
abuse was unless Someone had implanted those
unseen radars in you in the first place? Maybe
that’s too unseen for you, and being nice is better
than being mean. Well, people may like nice
people more than mean people, but I think I can
get just as far if not further by being a
manipulative, self-focused jerk.
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The Zion Fellowship Club is our congregational contact with Orphan Grain Train ministries. Another clothing drive
for the Ida Grove OGT warehouse will be coordinated in late September. With a recent shipment to Togo in West
Africa, OGT has shipped humanitarian aid to 69 countries on 5 continents. Maranatha Bible Church in Lome
received 7,129 Mercy Meals, blankets, lines, clothing, shoes, layette kits, new underwear, sleeping mats, chairs,
hygiene supplies, school desks and supplies, bicycles and sports equipment from the Grand Island warehouse.
Responding to the Midwest floods, OGT delivered hay to farms, and drinking water, food, clothing, cleaning
supplies, and building materials to impacted communities. Nearly a quarter of a million dollars of assistance was
shared with those in need in Nebraska. More information on OGT ministries and opportunities to donate can be
found at www.ogt.org. Thank you for your prayers and partnership.

Special thanks this month to Manning Senior Living! Not only
have they sponsored the newsletter you’re reading, but they will
be providing breakfast pizza for our fellowship time after
worship on Sunday, July 28th. Yum!
I (Pastor Conner) lead a worship service for our residents and
others at Manning Senior Living every month and appreciate
Manning Senior Living’s consistent warm welcome and
provided worship space.
Manning Senior Living also welcomes other ministry efforts from Zion. If
you’d like to organize a service event or ministry initiative, they welcome
you! Contact their activity coordinator (Marcia Hacker) at 655-4893. If
you’d like tour of the facility, contact the manager (Payton Schultes) at
the same number.
Thank you Manning Senior Living! We celebrate our community partners!
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to conclude that God has wings and feathers! (“He
will cover you with his pinions, and under his wings
you will find refuge.” Ps. 91:4).

How
tall is
God?

Don’t Mormons believe God used to be a man?
If you are remotely familiar with the teachings of
the Mormon Church (The Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter Day Saints), you know they teach that
God the Father was a man who achieved
godhood.1 Joseph Smith, the founder of the false
religion, preached, “Our Father in heaven at one
time passed through a life and death and is an
exalted man.” And former LDS president, Orson
Hyde, taught, “God our heavenly Father was
perhaps a child, a mortal like we are, and rose step
by step in the scale of progress… until He has
arrived at the point where He is now.”

How tall is God?
Whereas I’ve been asked, “Who made God?”
many times, this was the first time that I have been
asked “How tall is God?” It may seem like a silly
question, but it reveals the beautifully curious mind
of a child, one of the most delightful attributes of
children, an attribute, sadly, that many of us lose
as we “mature.” But it’s a question that gives us
the opportunity to speak about the nature of God
and to warn against false teachings.

They take the metaphorical anthropomorphisms
literally in Scripture and end up with a false god.
God the Father has no body and never had a
body. He is not and has not been a man.

In John 4, as Jesus was interacting with a
Samaritan woman, He said, “God is spirit.” In other
words, God is incorporeal; He doesn’t have a
body. And, as such, He doesn’t have a height. So,
asking “How tall is God?” is akin to asking “How
tall is green?” Color isn’t measured in inches; God
isn’t either.

But doesn’t the Bible say we’re created in
God’s image?
In Genesis 1 Scripture teaches, “So God created
man in his own image, in the image of God he
created him; male and female he created them.”
The Mormon Church reads this text too narrowly.
In their canonical book, Pearl of Great Price, it
interprets these words from Genesis like this: “In
the image of his own body, male and female,
created he them” (Moses 6:9). Notice the insertion
of the word body. That unnecessarily limits the
text. Worse, it reads their false teaching of God
back into the text.

What about anthropomorphisms?
On the one hand, that answers our question, but it
may occur to you that Scripture often speaks of
God’s face, arm, finger, hand, and so forth. What
are we to make of this? If God doesn’t have a
body, how can he have an arm or a face? Does
the Bible contradict Jesus? No. These are what’s
called anthropomorphisms (from the Greek words
anthropos = man and morphe = form). They are
metaphorical language to describe God so we can
understand His attributes. They are not literal
descriptions of His body, otherwise we’d be forced

Historically, orthodox Christianity has not limited
the image of God to man’s body. While

Sadly, many popular televangelists such as Benny Hinn,
Kenneth Copeland, and Jimmy Swaggart, have also taught
that the Father has a body.
1
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interpretations have varied, orthodoxy has tied the
image to man’s righteousness, wisdom,
rationality, dominion, and capacities, which mirror
God’s. Having said that, a Christological reading
of the text would leave open the possibility of
God’s image also being tied to Jesus who would
become incarnate. In other words, Adam was
made in the image of how God would reveal
Himself in Christ.

What about all the art that depicts
the Father as a man?
One
need
only
imagine
Michelangelo’s creation scene in
the Sistine Chapel to see that the
Father has been depicted in human
form in Christian art. What are we to
make out of this? To be charitable, we can
see artists displaying the anthropomorphisms of
Scripture in art. Scripture speaks of God’s face,
arm, finger, etc. and many artists have given these
words color with their paint.

Any further exploration of this question would take
us too far afield; our simple point for now is that
the image of God does not refer to God’s body.
What about theophanies?

And yet, having said that, we must acknowledge
the potential for misrepresentation and
misunderstanding. There’s a very fine line
between painting anthropomorphisms and
depicting God as He is not. The Father is not a
man. The Father has never been a man. The
Father, as Scripture repeatedly asserts, is invisible
and dwells in unapproachable light (1 Tim. 1:17;
6:16). Further, Scripture insists that, apart from
God’s loving theophanies which temporarily made
His presence visible to Old Testament eyes
(although not His full essence), no one has ever
seen God (Jn. 1:18; 1 Tim. 6:16; 1 Jn. 4:12; Ex.
33:20).

Numerous times in Scripture God appears to man
in visible form, often in the guise of man. In
Genesis 12 God appears to Abraham and
promises to give him the land of Canaan. In
Genesis 18 God again appears to Abraham and
promises he and Sarah will have a son. In Genesis
32 Jacob wrestles with God. In Exodus 3 God
appears to Moses in the burning bush. In Exodus
24 God appears on Mt. Sinai to Moses with Aaron
and his sons and the seventy elders. And the list
could go on.
Do these show that God has a body? No. These
are what have been termed theophanies (from the
Greek words theos = God and phainein = to
appear). Quite simply, these are Godappearances. Theophanies show that God, at
certain times and for certain purposes, has
temporarily manifested Himself in a discernable
form perceptible by human senses. Some
theologians have seen these (especially the
theophanies in which God appeared as a man) as
appearances of the pre-incarnate Jesus.

It all becomes clear in Jesus!
But! We can depict Jesus. He, as Scripture
teaches, is the image of the invisible God (Col.
1:15). Jesus took on a human body. His height
could have been measured (it never was, but we
could have answered how tall Jesus was). He is
the eternal theophany of God, the eternal
embodiment of God. As Jesus Himself taught,
“Whoever has seen me has seen the Father” (Jn.
14:9). When we wish to visualize God, Scripture
invites us to visualize Jesus. What a remarkable
gift and privilege God has granted us in Jesus!
May we treasure the gift always! – Pastor Conner
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Reminding us of the Holy Spirit’s coming on the day of Pentecost, Pastor
Riggert led a Bible study showing the Spirit’s work even at creation and
throughout all of scripture. The Holy Spirit convicts of sin, coverts to Christ,
gives power to endure persecution, and is a guiding force in all mission
efforts. Christian Life Chairman, Margaret Backhaus read a piece entitled
“Jesus Calling”. It reminded us not to be grumblers but to look rather for
the positive in our lives.

Ladies Guild of Zion
June 12, 2018

President Roe called the business meeting to order. The LWML Pledge was recited. Roll call was answered by
16 members sharing a memory of their father or father figure in their lives. The secretary read the minutes of the
previous meeting which were approved. Treasurer, Mary Grimm, and kitchen treasurer Darlene Vollstedt gave
their reports. The mite box was passed as we prayed the mite box prayer. Circle #3 served Vila Ranniger’s
funeral. Circle #1 will have the funeral of Ray Christensen.
Old Business: President Roe reported on the LWML leadership training held at Zion on May 11 th and encouraged
the members to go to the LWML website, www.lwml.org, where there is a wealth of information. She also
handed out the IDW Mission Servant Report that included 17 of 20 zones reporting. Next was a discussion on
serving luncheons at the Hausbarn. Guild members were told there would be 20 visitors on May 16th and only 12
arrived. It was decided if we were to serve again, the number would have to be guaranteed and the price increased
to make it worth our while.
Sandra Vahl reported on serving 5 seniors and families for the senior breakfast on May 19 th. She had former
teachers helping her and thought the event very worthwhile.
There was no new business. Dates to remember: Accura bingo on June 28th. Chairman will be Margaret Backhaus
with Cynthia Genzen, Cheral Buhr, and Connie Ahrendsen as helpers. Serving for the guild meeting on July 10th
will be Joene Bohlmann and Audrey Roe.
The meeting was adjourned with the Lord’s Prayer and the table prayer. Lunch was served by Margaret Backhaus
and Becki Ehlers.

Historic Trinity Ascension Service &
Summer Worship Services
All at 7:00 p.m.
July 25; August 22
Everyone invited!
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Smiling Depression
What does a person that is depressed look like? No energy. Difficult to get
out of bed and participate in activities. Poor hygiene. Smiling. Active in the
community. It could be all the above. Depression affects everyone differently
and has a variety of symptoms.
Some of the most known symptoms include lethargy, feelings of hopelessness, lack of self-worth, and a loss of
interest in doing things that used to be a pleasure to the person. We often look for obvious symptoms of depression
in others so that proper diagnosis and treatment of the symptoms can be recommended. However, if the person
disguises his or her symptoms, the diagnosis may need to be determined in other ways.
“Smiling Depression,” or Atypical Depression, involves depressed individuals covering up the usual symptoms of
depression with a facade of happiness. A person with Smiling Depression may have the usual symptoms of
depression, however, in public, these symptoms are mostly absent. The person may appear to be active, high
functioning, go to work daily, have a healthy family and social life, cheerful, optimistic, and generally happy.
The person that has Atypical Depression may feel that showing signs of depression would be a sign of weakness,
they may not want to burden others with their true feelings, and that others have it worse so there is nothing to
complain about. They may simply feel that they are not “good enough” as they are and have a poor self-image.
The risk of suicide is elevated with a person with Atypical Depression as their energy level is elevated where a
person with depression with low energy may not have the energy to follow through. The risk for developing smiling
depression can be triggered by the same situations that cause depression. Some of these may include loss of a
relationship, loss of a family member, of loss of a job.
The stigma of depression also varies with cultures and the gender of the person. Some cultures do not encourage
the person to express their feelings as it may be viewed as “asking for attention” or showing weakness or laziness.
If the person is told to “get over it”, the person may then hesitate to ever share their feelings again. Men may also
not feel that they are able to express their feelings for fear of being thought of not a “real man”. Someone who
feels that they would be judged for their symptoms are more likely to put on a front to keep others from knowing
how they really feel.
With the use of social media, it appears that everyone’s lives are going so well. This gives a person the false sense
that other’s lives are so much better than ours. This can create a lack of realness and gives the person with smiling
depression a deeper sense of despair. Smiling depression may be diagnosed by a medical professional. The
diagnosis may be discovered with an interview with the patient or with a proven diagnostic tool such as a
Depression Scale. However, those with Smiling Depression may not seek help as they don’t even know they are
depressed.
Treatment options may include medications, psychotherapy, and lifestyle changes. The first step is to acknowledge
that the feelings are valid. It is important to find a friend, family member, clergy, or professional to confide in. The
person may also consider avoiding the triggers of symptoms such as social media. A person with smiling
depression needs to take care of themselves, including eating right, exercise, and maintaining a normal routine.
- Janet Brus, Senior Life Solutions Program Director
Need to talk? Your pastors are here for you!
Source: Healthline.com / National Alliance on Mental Health (NAMI)
13 / Betterhelp.com
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The Olivers: Stephen, Maggie,
Isaac, Gary, Ginny,
LCMS President Matthew Harrison (center) and
Mission leaders visited Taiwan for a theological
symposium in the new Chiayi headquarters on
March 18-19.

Pastor Oliver gave a
presentation on Luther’s
Bondage of The Will for the
theological symposium on
March 19.

Professor Oliver will preach
and teach at Zion on Sunday,
July 28th. Come and hear how
God is working in Taiwan!

China Lutheran Seminary President
Samuel Liu presents banner to LCMS
President Matthew Harrison during the
leadership visit at the seminary on March
20. President Liu and Pastor Oliver will
begin teaching CLS courses in U.S. LCMS
Chinese churches this summer (a new
step for CLS).

Graduates this year
totaled 17. On the left is
a photo of some of the
teachers, graduates,
students and staff of
China
Lutheran
Seminary.
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Did you know… that the LCMS has a new family in Indonesia?
Thanks be to God, the Lord has raised up through His church
another set of servants to carry forward where we left off just over
one year ago.
Your Ferry Family departed Indonesia in May of 2018 for our move
to Taiwan. Since that time, Charles has been doing double duty as
the Asia Regional Director and as the primary LCMS representative
to Indonesia. But during that time, there is another family who has
been raising a network of support. Just a few weeks ago, they were
able to deploy and begin the process of setting up house, learning
the language, and adjusting to the culture.
The Ferry Family had the great privilege of traveling with them to Indonesia for their first visit. Our goals included
being able to introduce them to a number of resources, friends, and places they would need in their first weeks and
months. We also wanted to demonstrate to them that life in Indonesia can be a joyful experience, which it certainly
was for us.
We spent less than one week in Medan with both families together, but the Ferrys hit the ground as if we’d never
left. It took a bit for Cheryl and the kids to switch gears from Chinese back to Bahasa Indonesia, but it happened.
We took our friends for a visit to some of our favorite places, had them try our favorite dishes, and joyfully introduced
them to some precious friends we had missed terribly.
The pastor and I had a chance to meet with the leadership of the
Indonesian Christian Lutheran Church, who requested our ongoing
presence and are sponsoring the visas for the new family. This was a
more formal opportunity to make introductions and begin handing off the
relationship.
None of this would be possible without your incredible trust, care, love,
and support. We are safely back in Taiwan at this time, and the new
LCMS family is fully-engaged in language classes at the school Cheryl
was attending. It is our joy to see this work continue forward, and to know
that our Lord provides for the work He would see done in His Church.
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Continued

It’s very difficult for the Ferry kids to go unnoticed in Taiwan (or anywhere
else in Asia, for that matter!): they sound different, they look different, and
there are six of them! So when they go to the park, people are naturally
curious. We get stopped often, and people want to ask questions: Where
are you from? Where do you live? Why are you here? And when they hear
Cheryl and the kids speaking some Chinese, they’re overjoyed. In the
picture here, the father had brought his teenage daughter and young son
to the park to play. He was sending his daughter over to practice her
English on Cheryl, but Cheryl ended up talking with her in Chinese
anyway.
What a great opportunity you have given us here in this place, and All Over Asia, to be approached by people who
want to ask questions. And all we do is speak like Christians in our vocations, like you do in your own vocations in
the USA. We are joyful and thankful in this Pentecost Season, to be of service here to our neighbors, to our partner
churches, and to those who do not yet know Jesus Christ and His peace from sins forgiven.
Congratulations and Happy Birthday to our newest three-year old Chloe! She celebrated
a very special birthday in late May, surrounded by some friends and loved ones from the
building in which we live. She’s been talking up a storm lately, in at least two different
languages. God bless you, little girlie!

Please pray:
 The new LCMS families recently deployed, especially our friends in
Indonesia.
 Peace in the world, so that the Word of God might go out unhindered.
 The Spirit who came at Pentecost, and who continues to come to His
Church in Word and Sacrament.
Please give thanks for:
 A successful visit to Indonesia, and the incredible friends we have there.
 The generous and faithful support given by our church so that we can
continue to work and serve here in Asia.
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The Deaconess Program On Saturday, June 15 in
Emanuel Lutheran Church in Sorá, Panamá, the
deaconess formation program began in Panamá with
a kickoff intensive course. Missionar y deaconess
Danel le Putnam, who previously served in Panamá
but now serves in the Dominican Republic, came
introduce the program and help teach part of the first
course: Diaconal Identity. The program is three years
with a mixture of classwork, online studying, and
fieldwork that will be taught in Panamá by deaconess
Eva Rickman and myself. The ladies will work closely
with their own pastors in their fieldwork and service
to their churches in their respective communities.
Eleven ladies from the congregations Emanuel in
Sorá and Dios Es Grande in Loma Cová have
enrolled in the program. The first course will finish in
the next few weeks with the second course being
offered this fall. Please hold these ladies in your
prayers as they meet, study, and prepare for the
vocation of deaconess.

Family & Mission News Our daughter, Aviva Eliana, was
born on Tuesday, May 28 in Panamá. She was born
again in the waters of Holy Baptism in a special service
on Sunday, June 2. We are very thankful for a safe
delivery and a healthy baby. Her name is derived from
Hebrew “Aviva = Springtime” and “Eliana = God has
answered.” As some of you know, we had previously lost
two babies to miscarriages in the springtime of the last
two years. However, the Lord has heard our prayers and
“In the springtime God has answered.” Thank you for all
of your prayers and well wishes. We are finishing up the
final paperwork now and in a few weeks Aviva will be
both Panamanian and American, officially. In Christ,
Brian, Amanda, Ezra & Aviva

Please Pray:
 The 11 ladies that began studying in the
deaconess program from 2 of Panamá’s
congregations.
 The construction of the new roof at the
Balboa property.
 The development on congregational
plans in both Balboa and Loma Cova.
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On Sunday, June 23rd, Zion’s Council called a special voters’
meeting to present a proposal to replace the church building’s
roof. Head Trustee Dan Behrens communicated that the
existing roof has been worsening steadily over the past several
years, revealing new leaks and concerns every year. Over the
last year he and Zion’s trustees have invested numerous hours
both in roof repairs and in researching a new roof.
He, along with Congregational President Bruce Grimm, also shared the importance of protecting the integrity of
our investment in our recent building upgrades. Below are the details he presented to the congregation regarding
the new roof and its installation:

















50 year warranty
Class 4 roof: 120 MPH winds and hail protection penetration
5 year installer warranty if issues arise because of installation
Freeze and thaw resistant
2-4 week turn around weather permitting and damage to deck underneath
All roof covered in ice and water shield. Also helps with roof condensation
Fellowship roof will have the right combination
Rubber coated valleys with proper water flow; overlay 12-16” up each side
Then DECRA roofing down sides with proper joints and edging on all sides
Rubber is black in color for help in faster ice and snow melting
Will be looking at proper ventilation for roofs
Non-combustible
Reduce energy consumption and may save on heating and cooling for all DECRA roof
Doing all but steeple and new entrance
Tentative start date: late August
Cost estimate is being finalized, but is anticipated to be around $225,000

We praise God for the extensive research our trustees have given
to this project and we are confident that their recommendations will
serve the congregation well for generations to come. You are invited
to participate in this project. Gifts can be made to Zion and
designated toward the roof. Remember, you may also give from your
IRA or 401(k). You may also donate proceeds from grain sales.
These may be tax beneficial ways for you to give. Together we can
do this. If you have questions, please speak with Dan or Bruce.
Thank you!
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June 25

Historic Trinity worship
Everyone invited
7:00 p.m.

June 28

Professor Oliver at Zion!
9:00 a.m. worship and Bible Class following

August 28

Confirmation Orientation
7:00 p.m. at Zion
5th – 8th grade families

December 8

Advent by Candlelight
Please note: This is the SECOND Sunday in December!
Save the date!

Celebrating the smiles of VBS 2019!
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July Birthdays and Anniversaries @ Zion & Trinity
Birthdays

(T = Trinity)

1. Heather Adams
Nathan Jensen
Judith Lee
Walter Noelck
Samantha Smith
2. Becki Ehlers
Rylan Hass
Brenna Hodne
Jessica Soll
3. Jace Kucik
4. Paige Saunders
Mallory Weitl
5. Chelsea Page
6. Janet Smith
7. Leonard Dammann
Lisa Drier
Valda Lamp
Taylor Potthoff
8. Matthew Weitl
9. Reid Neumann
11.Olivia Beck
Jax Greving
Jason Kienast
Jessica Kurth
Jordan Weller
12.Casey Karsten
Scott Rosener
Trisha Rosener
Clark Tibben
13.Arlene Bald
Dereck Hilsabeck
Jason Ferry (T)
Emma Martin (T)
14.Stephanie Ahrenholtz
Gregory Conner
Bary Kienast
Duane Monson
15.Bill Bruhn
Jesse Weitl

If we missed or misspelled your name, please
inform the church office.

16. Dean Genzen
17. Brock Jensen
Anniversaries
18. Joni Kienast
1. Randy & Crystal
24. Gale & Linda Vinke
19. Bob Genzen
Dreher
25. Pastor Robert & Diane
Brad Otto
3. Warren & Sue Puck
Riggert
Rebecca Salter
5. Dennis & Michaela
Ron & Sue Soll
20. Morgan Bruck
Chapman
27. Nick & Kristin Woebke (T)
Shala Hass
Katie Gaskill (T) 6. Luke & Taylor Potthoff 29. Pastor Jonathan &
8. Brian & Kathy Lage
Rebecca Conner
21. Louise Bruhn
9. Dan & Cheryl Kerkoff
Eric & Jodi Ramsey
Kaylee Martin
11. Joe & Cindy
31. Steve & Holly Borkowski
22. Alle Jacobsen
Scheuring (T)
Chris & Mary Greving
Christopher Smith
12. Craig & Debbie
Kayla Hand (T)
Musfeldt
Elise Lueth (T)
16. Doug & Kate Greving
Axsel Olson (T)
Todd & Shelly Gruhn
23. Denise Christensen
Official Acts
Jill Saunders
Funerals:
24. Sophie Alexander
Vila Mae (nee: Cafourek) Ranniger; Died June 5; Funeral
25. Nancy Goodwin
June 8; Pastor Jonathan Conner
Nick Woebke (T)
26. Sharon Mohr
Raymond Dale Christensen; Died June 9; Funeral June,
Susan Schilling
13; Pastor Robert Riggert
Grant Lahr (T)
Jo Lingle; Funeral June 3; Pastor Andrew Johnson
27. Kevin Brus
Kenneth Boell; Funeral June 17; Pastor Andrew Johnson
Ron Soll
28. Rita Saunders
Wedding:
Adam Vollstedt
Jason and Kimber Opperman (nee: Spaulding), June 8;
Bricy Lorenzen (T)
Pastor Jonathan Conner
30. Dewayne Buhr
…
Kathy Lage
In Our Prayers
Howard Roe
Natasha Schultes Heather Kusel, Sherri Steffes, Jim Deevers, Rick Spack, Natalie
31. Markus Neumann Mason (Bruce & Mary Grimm’s daughter), Gage Carlson (great grandson
of Russ & Virginia Mohr), Carol Kahl, Maridee Bohlmann (David & Joene
Lyle Ranniger

Bohlmann’s daughter-in-law), Charlene Hickman, Joy Umland, Russ Mohr,
David Bohlman, Bob Behrens (Dan’s father), Randy Saunders (Rita’s son),
Gary Dammann, Leonard Dammann
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